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NRDC's revised and new contentions should be admitted

,

by the Board because they meet the standard for late-filed

contentions under 10 C.F.R. 2. 714 (a) (1) , and because they

bear the requisite specifity and basis for contentions made

at this particular stage of the proceeding. The NRDC conten-

tions are based on information which was not available when

NRDC's first set of contentions were submitted, i.e., the

1977 Final Environmental Study and new information and

regulatory changes which have developed since 1977, when the

CRBR proceeding was suspended by President Carter. "The

availability of new information appearing in previously

unavailable documents has long been recognized as a valid

reason for accepting new contentions or for admitting new

intervenors." Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. (William H.
Zimmer Nuclear Station), LBP-80-14, 11 NRC 570, 574 (1980).
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There are two general categories of new and revised contentions,

those based directly on the February, 1977 FES and those

based on new regulatory developments which occurred and

relevant information developed since the termination of the

CRBR proceeding. Each contention is treated separately in

the section which follows. Some general principles will be

discussed at the outset.

With respect to the contentions relating directly to

the February, 1977 FES (20 and 24), Staff and Applicants

take the position that the door has been forever closed. As

we discuss in connection with Contention 20, infra, this

inflexible stance disregards the actual circumstances of

February-April, 1977 and is unreasonable in light of the

fact that NRDC had timely sent interrogatories on the.FES

which were never answered by the Staff. NRDC would have

been entitled to wait for answers before submitting new

contentions. Indeed, Staff and applicants would likely have

argued that contentions filed before discovery were too

vague and nonspecific to be admitted.

In Offshore Power Systems (Manufacturing License for

Floating Power Plants), LBP-77-48, 6 NRC 249 (1977), the Board

rejected intervenors' expanded contentions for the precise

reason that intervenors had not sought to focus those conten-

tions through discovery.

As indicated...ACCCE did not avail itself of the
opportunity to seek discovery and thereafter to
resubmit particularized, factually supported
amended and expanded contentions.. Cantentions
which are barren and unfocused are of no
assistance to us in the resolution of the issues j

to be decided. p. 250-251
.

l
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In this case, on the oth - hand, NRDC pursued discovery on

the 1977 FES, and was never satisfied prior to the termina-

tion of the proceeding. Good cause exists for adding the

FES-related contentions.1,/

As to other late-filed contentions, the rule is that

the Licensing Board should consider four other factors in

addition to good cause in weighing the admissibility of late

contentions although these factors are not as important

where good cause exists. Zimmer, supra. 11 NRC 570, 575.
.

First, the board must consider "the availability of other

means whereby the petitioner's interest will bo protected."

2. 714 (a) (1) (ii) . Clearly, the CRBR licensing proceeding is

the only forum in which any party may litigate issues relating

to that license. No other means of litigating these contentions

is available to NRDC.

Second, the Board must determine "the extent to which

the petitioner's participation may reasonably be expected

to assist in developing a sound record." 2. 714 (a) (1) (iii) .

NRDC's expertise in nuclear licensing issues has been well*

established over the years in a large number of licensing
,

and rulemaking proceedingt . In this case, NRDC expects to

use its scientific expertise to elucidate its contentions,
,

1/ The other 4 factors used in determining the admissibility
of late-filed contentions have little bearing when the
contentions are directly related to a requisite Staff licensing
document. General practice has been.to admit contentions based
on those documents so long as they have the requisite specificity
and basis. E.g., Offshore Power Systems, supra.

|
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both by direct testimony and in cross-examining Staff and Applicants. ,
1

The issues presented by NRDC's contentions are fundamental j

safety issues which are not presented by any other party to

the proceeding. The litigation of these sa'fety questions is

essential to the development of an adequate record to support

the licensing of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor.

A third factor to be considered by the Board is "the

extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented

by existing parties." 2.714 (a) (1) (iv) . The Board should

reject the Staff's argament that NRDC's interests will be

represented because it is already a party to the proceeding.

Staff Response to Intervenors' Revised Statement of Contentions

at 5. At stake here is NRDC's interest in the issues

it wishes to raise, not its mere interest in attending the

licensing proceeding. No other party to the proceeding has

raised the contentions which NRDC seeks to introduce here.

Its interest is therefore not represented by any other

party.

Finally, the Board must consider "the extent to which

the petitioner's participation will broaden the issues or

delay the proceeding." 2. 714 (a) (1) (v) . First, NRDC's

revised contentions based on the 1977 FES are the same as

they would have been had NRDC been allowed to complete

discovery in 1977. They will have no more effect on the

proceeding than they would have then, when their likelihood

of expanding the proceeding would not have been at issue.

,
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Although NRDC does not expect these revised contentions to

substantially affect the length of the proceeding, we do not

think this is a relevant consideration for the Board.

If the new contentions based on new information and

regulatory changes since 1977 will expand the scope of the

hearing somewhat, this should not weigh significantly

against their admission. Contentions based on new safety

information must be faced to fulfill the Commission's

responsibility to " provide every reasonable opportunity to

develop a complete record on significant safety questions."

Zimmer, supra, 11 NRC at 578. As noted in Zimmer, the small

effect of delay is "far outweighed" by the potential for

answering the " serious questions which we face in this

proceeding." Id . .

The Licensing Board also found that interruptions in

the Zimmer plant's licensing proceeding excused intervenors:

"Though ZAC-ZACK's tardiness under normal
circumstances might have proved fatal, in the
present situation we cannot close our eyes
to the realities of nuclear licensing in the era of TMI
and the concomitar.t obligations we face to provide
every reasonable opportunity to develop a complete
record on significant safety questions. 11 NRC at 578.

Likewise, NRDC has had no control here over delays in the

CRBR proceeding which now affect its right to pursue issues.

Discovery was shunted aside when it became apparent in 1977

that the proceeding would not continue, and that sts.te of

affairs remained in limbo for five years. During those

years, a major accident at Three Mile Island led to substantial

changes in the NRC's health and safety regulations, and new

-technological information was developed. To take up the

,
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proceeding again without allowing for the changes which have

taken place since 1977 would be to ignore the realities of
|

the day and the NRC's obligation to " develop a complete

record on health and safety standards."

The Staff and Applicants argue frequently that NRDC'so
revised contentions do not possess the " specificity and

basis" required by NRC regulations. They generally overstate

the degree of specifity required:

...[I]t is not the function of a licensing board to
reach the merits of any. contention...Moreover, Section
2.714 does not require the petition to detail the
evidence which will be offered in support of each
contention. It is enough that, as here, the basis for
the contention respecting the inadequacy of the
consideration of alternatives to the construction of
this plant is identified with reasonable specificity.

Mississippi Power and Light (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station

Units 1 and 2), ALAB130, 6 AEC 423, 424(1:73). The question

of whether a particular contention is justified "must be

left for consideration when the merits of the controversy

are reached." Duke Power Co. (Amendment to Materials License

SNM1773 Transportation of Spent Fuel from Oconee Nuclear

Station for Storage at McGuire Nuclear Station) , ALAB

528, 9 NRC 146, 150-1 (1979).

Staff and Applicants also disregard the fact that there

has as yet been no discovery on the new contentions. It is

established practice to accept contentions with the under-

standing that they will be further sharpened after discovery.

In Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co., (William'H. Zimmer Nuclear

Station), LBP-80-19, 12 NRC 67, 68 (1980), for example, an

intervenor's late " proposed contentions" on emergency planning
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for purposes of discovery; prior to hearing they will
be subject to modification or reconsideration to take
into account, inter alia, tra current status of NRC
rules and regulations and the emergency and monitoring
plans then before us.

The Board refused to disqualify a "somewhat confusing"

contention on the grounds that it could "perhaps be clarified

through discovery." Id. at 74. See also offshore Power

Systems supra, where expanded contentions were rejected

where intervenors had not taken advantage of discovery to

clarify them.

Furthermore, intervenors cannot be expected to anticipate

changes in developing regulations in stating their contentions.

In Zimmer, supra, the Board found that in view of the " lack

of finality" of the emergency plan at issue and the " developing

status" of the Commission's rules and guidelines, the intervenor's

contentions possessed sufficient " specificity and basis" to

" warrant their acceptance for discovery." Id. at 72.

Similarly, in the CRBR proceeding, new developments

over the five years during which the proceeding was suspended

have opened questions which have still not been resolved by

the Staff, but which should become resolved as the requisite

licensing documents are issued and modified.

Each contention to which objection has been made is

discussed below. The Board will note that Staff and Applicants

have objected to virtually every new contention despite

many hours spent by NRDC in discussions and " negotiation"

with those parties. The Board directed NRDC to present

i
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"reasorable" but not " conclusive" bases for adding or revising

contentions. We have more than met that standard.

A copy of the revised NRDC contentions and bases

therefor is attached to the Board's copy of this pleading

for its convenience.

1
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CONTENTION 3

Staff claims that adding the language " performing the NEPA

cost-benefit analysis" impermissibly expands the scope of this

contention. On the contrary, this is implicit in and adds

specificity to the contention that "tne analyses of CDAs and
their consequences by Applicants and Staff are inadequate for

the purooses of licensing the CRBR...." The NEPA cost-benefit

analysis is a requirement of licensing which in this instance

must take the end-product of the analyses on the safety side

with respect to the consequences of accidents and f actor that

into the cost-benefit balance. To the extent that the analyses

of CDAs are wrong in the PSAR and Staff reviews, they are wrong

for the cost-benefit balance. The vagueness objection is

f rivolous in light of the specificity contained in 3 (a) through

3(h). NRDC has laid out precisely why it believes that
f

analyses of CDAs and their consequences are inadequate.

Applicants do not object to this aspect of Contention 3.

Staf f objects to the addition of the language " pathway

analysis" to 3(c) . This was an addition proposed by the

Applicants during negotiations for the precise reason that it

added specificity to the contention.

Both Staff and Applicants object to 3(e) on the grounds

that it is duplicative of 8(d). This is true; 3(e) raises no
,

factual issues not contained in 8(d). NRDC had laid out
*

Contention 3 and its subparts in such a way as to provid a

logical and coherent progression through the arguments that

. _ _ _
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support the contention. Surely a party may be permitted

sufficient latitude in draf ting contentions so as to enable the

Board and the parties to follow their thread, as we have

attempted to do here, even if some overlap results.

The Applicant also claims that 3(d) and 3(h) are

duplicative and worries about a " hidden agenda. " There is

none. Subpart 3 (h) is intended to pull together all of the

technical arguments made in the other subparts into the

ultimate conclusion. Again, we believe that no NRC rule

prevents us f rom presenting the contention as it should

logically flow, even if each subpart is not entirely without

overlap.

4
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CONTENTION 4

The controversy here centers on the addition of 4(d) which

claims that neither Applicants nor Staff have adequately

identified and analysed the ways in which human error can

initiate, e:tacerbate or interfere with the mitigation of CRBR

accidents. The Staff has no objection to this, subject to

specification after discovery.
1

Applicants object on vagueness grounds and claims that

NTCDC's statement of bases for the contention is of no

assistance in defining the scope of human error.

The basic point of NRDC's references in its bases for the

contention is that one of the primary lessons learned from the

TMI-2 accident was the role of human error in causation,
aggravation and mitigation of accidents.1/ Contention 4

generally challenges the adequacy of Applicants' and Staff's

technical bases for defining the DBA for the CRBR. Prior to

TMI-2, the potential for human error to cause previously

unanticipated accident sequences was generally overlooked.2/

Indeed, the DOE Draft EIS of December, 1981, pages 120-121,

referenced by NRDC, notes that a major open questic,n from

1/ Kemeny, John G. , e t al, " Report of the President's
Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island," October 1979,
pp. 10-11; NRC "TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Status Report
and Short-Term Recommendations,: NUREG-0578 (July 1979) ,
p. A-43; NRC, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the
TMI-2 Accident," NUREG-0660 Vol. 1 (May 1980) , pp. I.E-6 to 7, .

2/ NUREG-0660, Vol. 1, suore at 4.

L
L
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ERDA-1535 is the quantitative reliability of plant shutdown and

decay heat removal systems and plant structures. The document

goes on to say that reliability analysis models and computer

codes have recently been improved by the incorporation of
r

capabilities to handle such elements as, inter alia, " human

errors and dependencies" ( LS . at 121) . These improvements are

claimed to increase the " confidence" in the modeling results.

This should establish, if there w'as ever any question, that

human error figures or should figure into the accident analyses

for the CRBR as well as for LWRs. That is, the lesson from

TMI-2 applies to the CRBR.

As for specificity, NRDC can be no more specific at this

stage. It should be noted that the DOE DEIS of December, 1981,
,

quoted above, provides no references for the claimed recent

developments in factoring human errors and dependencies into

the models and codes. We have not yet been able to identify

these, but expect to during discovery.

1
I
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CONTENTION 6

Both Staff and Applicants object to the removal of the

words "for the following reasons." NRDC is willing to

re-insert that language.

Both also object to the insertion of references to

" population density," " population characteristics" and

" population disadvantages" in subpart 6(b) on the grounds that

they expand the scope of the contention without good cause. If

one looks to the general thrust of Contention 6(b) , it is

apparent that the language referring to " population" simply

makes explicit what was implicit in the issue. That is, the

only relevance of meteorology is that it affects doses of

radiation to people; what one is ultimately concerned with is

those doses. Dose calculations have three parts -- radiation,

wind and people. Meteorology has no abstract importance to the

case in and of itself, but only as the means of transporting

the radiation to the population.

If the Board nonetheless believes that this adds something

new, NRDC has pointed to recent developments subsequent to the

TMI-2 accident which embody tha recognition that population

density is an important f actor to be considered in siting

reactors and that NRC's prior policy did not sufficiently take

|-

l
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account of this.2/ TttI-2 was an accident which threatened to

' release amounts of radiation greatly in excess of those

previously expected. This event was signficant enough to cause

NRC (and Cong ress) to recognize that LNR evacuation plans

should be required for the 10 mile zone around all plantsd/

and that remote siting should be mandated. The fact that
,

pending applications were grandfathered from new remote siting

requirements is irrelevant. NRC has a pre-existing obligation

to examine site-suitability on a case-by-case basis and as4

compared with alternatives. This has always included

consideration of population density.E/ The pertinent

importance of TMI-2 is in how it affects the weight one gives

to population density in assessing the suitability of a site

and alternatives. The accident caused a re-assessment of the

importance of population density in siting.

3/ E.g. , Report of the Siting Policy Task Force (NUREG-0 625)
Aug.~1979 which sets forth recommendations for a number of
changes to NRC policy, including use of selective siting to
reduce the risks associated with accidents beyond the design

"

basis, increased emphasis on site isolation, reconsideration of.
allowing design features to compensate for poor design.. Set.'

generally Revised Statement of Contentions and Bases of
Intervenors Natural Resources Defense Council and Sierra Club,
Mar. 5, 1982, at 29-30. I

i,

d/ 10 CFR Pa rt 50, App. E.

5/ E.g., CRBR FES, Fe b . , 19 77 (NUREG-013 9) a t 2-6; 9-3.
Eleven sites were considered by Applicant for CRBR. .They "were
evaluated on the basis of population, seismology, geology . . ." -

(FES S 9. 2.4 at p. 9-3, emphasis added) . See also Site
Suitability Report for.CRBR at III-l!- III-20.

. o
!a
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Both Staf f and Applicants object to adding a reference to

the Y-12 plant in Contention 6(c). As we explained during

discussion with the parties, NRDC was previously aware of the

existence of the Y-12 plant but the degree of its importance to

national security was not known to us until we received

information in connection with the Progressive case.

To support its argument that it is well-known that Y-12 is

a national security facility, Applicants attach a public

relations brochure f rom Y-12, a 1960 AEC Annual Report (which

so f ar as we can tell makes no mention of Y-12 by name) and a

1965 article f rom the Clinton, Tennessee Courier. The Y-12

brochure was cited as Exhibit 6 of Affidavit I of Howard

Moreland in U.S. vs. The Progressive, Civil Action No. 79-C-98,

U.S. District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin,

March 19, 1979 and is part of the basis for NRDC stating that

the Progressive case alerted NRDC to the significance of Y-12.

The three documents cited by Applicants do indeed establish

that it has been public information that the Y-12 facility has

some role in the weapons program; the fact is, however, that

the signficance of this role is not apparent in the documents,

nor was it known to NRDC until after the Progressive case. The

Progressive case and subsequent research have alerted NRDC to

the importance of Y-12 to the nuclear weapons program as

*

summaried in the attached unpublished NRDC material.
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In any case, two further developments since 1977 provide

independent good cause for inclusion of the Y-12 f acility now.

First, the new 10-mile evacuation rule brings Y-12 within the

zone for which evacuation must be considered. Our

understanding is that the 10 mile line runs through the Y-12

site. Therefore, one must now assume that Y-12 would be

affected by an accident at CRBR. This alone would justify

adding the Y-12 reference.

Second, until 1981, the U.S. was retiring nuclear warheads
,

a t a greater rate than it was building them. The Carter FY

1981 (and the Reagan FY 1932) Fuclear 'Teapons Stockpile

Memorandum reportedly has reversed this; called now for a

" dramatic increase in warhead production."5/ This enhances

the importance of the facility to U.S. national security

interests.

|

.5/ Judith Miller, New York Times, March 2 2, 19 82, p . B-ll;
*

Robe rt L. Morgan, DOE, Hearing before House Appropriations
Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development, Ma rch 3, 1981,
Pa r t 7, p . 100.

.
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CONTENTION 8

Both Applicants and Staff object to Contention 8(d) (1) .

The tenor of these objections is remarkable in reflecting none

of the content of the discussions NRDC had with these parties.

The meaning of the contention and its relation to the

referenced ICRP documents 26 and 30, published in 1977 and

1979, respectively, is as follows:

10 CFR Part 100, particularly S 100.11, requires a

particular analysis to be performed "as an aid in evaluating a

proposed site." This analysis assumes a fission product

release and then requires the establishment of an exclusion

area of such size that an individual located at its boundary

for two hours af ter the release would not receive a total

radiation dose to the whole body in excess of 25 rem or a total

radiation dose in excess of 300 rem to the thyroid. 10 CFR S

10. ll(a) (1) . The LPZ, in turn, is to be of such size that a

person at its boundary for the entire period of passage of the

radioactive cloud would not receive the same doses.

Footnote 2 to S 100.11 notes that the 25' rem whole body and

300 rem thyroid doses are " set forth in these guides as

reference values, which can be used in the evaluation of

reactor sites with respect to potential reactor accidents of

exceedingly low probability. . . . " 10 CFR S 100.2 also states

explicitly: "In particular, for reactors that are novel in -

design and unproven as prototypes or pilot plants, it is

j
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expected that these basic criteria will be applied in a manner

that takes into account the lack of experience." This latter,

we believe, reflects on the confidence one can have in the

claim that this " bounding" event for purpose of site review is

of " exceedingly low probability. "

In any case, both NRC and the Applicant have long

recognized that the 25 rem whole body and 300 rem thyroid

guidelines do not express the risk associated with an accident

at CRBR because the releases from such an accident would

include plutonium.2/ Plutonium could cause little whole body

or thyroid dose; rather the doses to other important internal

organs could in this case be controlling to determine the risk

of cancer. It is, of course, the underlying purpose of the

Part 100 analysis to ensure that such risks are considered in

siting as an ad: ..onal line in " defense in depth."

The applicants purported to account for this by selecting

the lung and bone as the representative organs.$/

Since the contentions were originally drafted, the ICRP has

published two documents which radically alter the approach to

setting limiting doses. These are ICRP 26 (1977) and

associated ICRP-30 (1979), cited by NRDC in the contention.

Both EPA and NRC are in the process of revising radiation

2/ NRC, " Site Suitability Report in the' Matter of the *

CRBRP," Ma rch 4, 19 7 7, pp . III-14 to 16.

$/ _I d_ .

Y
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exposure limits (10 CFR 20 requirements in the case of NRC) in

a manner consistent with the new ICRP approach.'

Prior to ICRP Publication 26, dose limits were based on the

concept of protecting the " critical organ" at risk as described

in ICRP Pu'alication 2 (1959). Under this scheme, protection

was provided on the basis of the single body organ or tissue

receiving the highest dose or having the greatest sensitivity

to radiation damage. By protecting the critical organ,

protection was also provided to the "less critical organs." In

most exposure situations, the organ receiving the highest dose

was taken to be the critical organ. The limit for exposure of

the whole body under this scheme was set by the organs that had

been assigned the lcwest dose limits. These were the bone

marrow, the gonad, and the lens of the eye; because of the

risks of inducing leukemia, hereditary effects, and cataract,

respectively.

Because the critical organs for external and internal

radiation are of ten different, there was no satisfactory method

for evaluating combined exposures to both sources of

irradiation. However, during the 1960s and early 1970s,

additional data became available to permit increased confidence

in quantifying the health risks associated with a given level

of exposure. ICRP Publications 26 and 30 - (and the new

occupational exposure limits proposed by EPA 9/) make use of *

9/ Proposed Federal Radiation Protection guidance for
Occupational Exposure,-EPA 520/4-81-003, Background report,
January 16, 1981, at 109 ff.

. . . . - -- -
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newer risk estimates by introducing the concepts of effective

dose equivalent and committed effective dose equivalent as a

means of combining doses received from internal and external

exposures. This is done by assigning a weight to the dose to

each organ equal to the risk from a dose to that organ divided

by the risk from the same dose to the whole body. One then

limits the sums of these weighted doses. Prompt functional

damage (non-stochastic ef fects) to organs or tissues are

prevented by an overriding or " capping" dose limit for any

organ or tissue.

EPA, in adopting the ICRP 26 approach, for proposed new

occupation exposure limits, used three criteria to choose

numerical guidance to limit exposure of organs or parts of the

body: 1) the lifetime risk from exposure should not exceed

that f or the whole body, 2) any threshold for non-stochastic

effects should not be exceeded in a working lifetime, and 3) no

guide should be established at a value higher than experience

shows is needed.1S/

NRDC contends that the lung and bone dose limits proposed

by the Applicant are inadequate because 1) they represent

inappropriato " weighted dose limits" f or these organs, 2) they

disregard the risk from exposure to other important organs and

3) because they inadequately protect against non-stochastic

.

1E/ Id a t 110.
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effects. This is the teaching of the "new knowledge" cited by

NRDC.

NRDC contends therefore, that in order to determine whether

the risk associated with accidents at the CRBR site is
acceptably low -- the inquiry to which Pa rt 100 is addressed --

,

the Applicants must use exposure limits which correctly reflect

the risks to organs f rom the exposures which would result from

a CRBR accident and which correspond to the level of risk

associated with a uniform 25 rem whole body dose with i

appropriate " capping" organ dose limits to prevent

non-stochastic effects.

.

|
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CONTENTION 14

Contention 14 was previously admitted. It raises NEPA

questions related to the fact that there is as yet no

decommissioning plan for CRBR (NTCC FES, 1977, at 10-3, 10-4)

and the environmental effects of decommissioning have not been

adequately assessed. Contention 14(c) in the form previously

admitted clearly called for a systematic analysis of "all

neutron activation products," giving nickel-59 as a

non-exhaustive example. Since 1977, scientific writing has

identified at least one more activation product of particular

interes t -- niobium-9 4. It was offered as further

specification to inform the parties.

Applicants objection is f rivolous, since the addition of

- another specific example in no way broadens the scope of a
-

contention which covers all neutron activation products.

.

O
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CONTENTION 16

Both Licensee and Staff object to Contention 16, a new

contention, on the ground that it is not based on new

information and that, therefore, NRDC has not shown sufficient

cause to present it.

This is a case where NRDC, being prompted to re-examine the

Applicants' analyses of the radioactivity of the river sediment

by the publication of a 12/81 Environmental Impact Report by

the Tennessee Synfuels Association ("TSA") , learned that there

is a significant potential public health issue which arises

f rom the f act that the levels of radioactivity are relatively

high in the river sediment in the area subject to the barging

and other activities related to CRBR. In our view, this raises

siting questions and questions of conformance with 10 CFR Part

20 which requires both that total doses from exposures to [alll

licensed and unlicensed activities be kept within prescribed

limits (10 CFR S 20. l(b) ) and that all exposures and releases

be ALARA (10 CPR S 20. l(c) ) .

The TSA Report triggered review of the CRBR documents and

related information initially because it showed testing at 1/2

mile intervals and Figure 2.8-6 of the ER showed the results of

testing at roughly 2 mile intervals. The wide swings between

the data points in Figure 2.8-6 made us question whether the

number of measurements were sufficient to identify and measure

the most critical areas in the river. While the Applicant is

-
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correct that Figure 2.8-11 (Amend. 14, Oc t. '81) shows 1/4 mile

interval data which we overlooked, the back-up documentation is

not yet available. (See ref. 34, cited at page 2.8-12.)11/

One of the documents discovered during NRDC's research is

ORNL-3721, Status Report No. 5 on Clinch Ri ver S tudy, October,

1965, which we do not find cited in the ER and which reports a

maximum measurement over stream channelization spoil deposits

at Jones and Grubb Islands (within the general area of

interest) which would produce a total dose of 4 55 mrem per

year, including background. (ORNL-37 21 at 8 6. ) That this

information is not suggested anywhere in the ER confirmed our

view that a potential exists for relatively high doses to

result from the barging associated with CRBR, particularly

since the lack of a bathymetric chart for the barge unloading

area leaves open the possibility that there may be need to

dredge in that area.

We believe that an ALARA issue is presented by the

available information. The Board will have to pass on the

conformance of the CRBR with ALARA in any case and NRDC can

materially assist in the resolution of these issues. As of

now, the available information does not allow a judgment to be

made on the levels of exposure which may result from

,

11/ Note also that the 1976 data in the ER on the
'

radioactivity levels at the barge unloading site was not
available until April, 1977. (ER page 2.8-8, ref. 16. ~ )
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CRBR-related activities on the river. The FES is virtually

silent on these issues. (See p. 4-6.)

.
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CONTENTION 17

) Neither Staff nor Licensee question the fact that new
|

f developments since 1977 cast serious doubt on the availability
-

of a fuel supply for the CRBR, which competes with the U.S. |
nuclear weapons program for plutonium. Indeed, Dr. John B. f

d
Yasinsky of Westinghouse Electric Corp. testified on Mar. 10, ,H

'

198 2 to the U.S . House of Representatives Committee on Science }
I
'and Technology, Subcommittee on Energy Research and

Protection: "... [C]urrent government inventories of separated
.

plutonium available to the U.S. LMFBR program are inadequate to
,

satisfy the fuel needs of plant projects beyond FFTF. Howeve.r ,
.

a limited quantity -of unseparated plutonium available f rom the

federal government would probably satisfy the fuel requirements

of the initial CRBR core. Furthermore, an additional quantity

of low-burnup LWR spent fuel that contains enough unseparated

plutonium for 4-5 'CRBR replacement cores is currently S.tored at
7

i

a numbe r of commercial power plant si,tes. " Therefore_, NRDC has

presented Contention 17 which contends that, in view of the

increasing likelihood that fuel may not be available for CRBR,'
,

the project is not likely to be able to meet the objectives of

the LMFBR program.

Both Staff and Applicants argue that inquiry into this ;

issue is precluded by the Commission's decision in ERDA (Clinch

River Breeder Reactor Plant) CLI-76-13, 4 NRC G7 (1976). They
~

-
'

(are manifestly wrong.
_

,

1 ?

~
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Early in the decision, the Commission laid out the six
:

possible levels of NEPA-related review of CRBR and the LMFBR,

|, program. The first two are as follows:
-., ,
~' 1. Restrict consideration to site- and.

*
,

facility-related issues, such as whether the facility should be"

, . -

'' ' , located at the proposed site or at some other place in the
,

.

Tennessee Valley Authority service area, whether cooling towers~/ >

'
,

, e '.a _
'should be constructed, or whether the proposed radwaste system'

-
l'

3; .is acceptable. More general issues would be taken as

~Iestablished by the ERDA program statement.

'

2. In addition to 1, examine whether the Clinch River

facility as oroposed is likely to meet the LMFBR program

_information goals which the ERDA review process determined,

should be met by a demonstration reactor, within the desire.,

'

- t im'e frame. The validity of those informational goals -- the

"need",f' r, the , project -- would be accepted by this agency aso

given.- (Emphasis added.) Id. at 77-78.

After resoiking that "need" in this case is established and

de(fi~n'ed by the ERDA PEIS, (Id. a t 9 0) the Commission went on to-~ ""

note thai Issue 6udber 2, as described above would be a~
'

i
, ,

litigable issue:s
.

|-
_

2. The 1-ikelihood that the proposed CRBR project will

y meet its' objectives within the LMFBR program -- a " benefit" in
^

I _y . the NEPA ' cost / benefit balance -- is an issue relevant to this -

,- -
- ' proceeding. (I d . a t 9 2. )

i

~
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:. . . . ,

contention .'17 clearly raises on its face the issue of the
~

likelihood that the CRBR will meet its objectives within the"

LMPBR program and no party questions that it is based on new
4

developments. Hence, it is admissible.
1,.
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CONTENTION 18

This contention would raice quality assurance issues. We
,

have cited a series of recently well-publicized pervasive

failures in quality assurance (including notably Diablo Canyon,
'

South Texas, Midland, etc.) which have led the Chairman of the

NRC to conclude that inexcusable" lapses of quality assurance"

i . in the industry have occurred, resulting in " built-in design

errors; in poor construction practices; in f alsified documents;

in harassment of quality control personnel; and in inadequate
J

training of reactor operators." Remarks by Nunzio J.

Palladino, at the Atomic Industrial Forum Annual Conference,

Dec. 1, 1981. A copy of the pertinent page is attached.

Both Staff and Licensee object, routinely, on the grounds

j that NRDC cites no "new information. " First, we a re not

required to cite "new information," we are required to

establish good cause. It may be that a person trained in the

nuclear industry's quality assurance practices would have known-

in 1975 of 'the pervasive f ailure of the industry to meet. strict

_ quality assurance standards. As a practical matter, however,

the extent of this problem has just recently been brought to

the attention of the public.

In addition, the case of Diablo Canyon -- where a detailed

re-examination has uncovered literally hundreds of design

discrepancies'- 11/ raises serious questions about the *

12/ J. Miller,' "U.S. Lists 111 Problems at Coast Reactor,"
New Yo rk Time s , ' Ma r. 5, 1982. Copy attached.

.

d .
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ability of NRC's " audit" review to detect or correct

deficiencies. These are post-1977 developments which provide

good cause for adding a quality assurance contention in this

proceeding.

As for the claimed lack of specificity, this is an area

which we expect to explore further during discovery. As of

now, there is no info mation suggesting to us that the CRBR

q.a. program differs in a significant way from the typical

industry q.a. program, nor that NRC's review will be other than

of the " audit variety. " Given recent history, this is enough

to establish a threshold question about the ability of the
'

Applicants and Staff to ensure conformance with the strict

quality assurance standards that are supposed to be the

centerpiece of safety.

d

.

9
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CONTENTION 19

Contention 19 seeks to raise emergency planning issues. As

originally drafted and presented to the parties for

consideration, it contained only general language. All of the

specific allegations in subparts a-g were added during the

process of negotiation. In view of this, the Staf f's claim of

lack of specificity appears disingenuous to NRDC. This is

particularly so since Amendment 65 to the PSAR, which contains

the information purporting to meet the NRC's emergency planning

rules, is dated February, 1982 and was served by mailing it to

NRDC on March 19, 1982. Does the NRC Staf f expect an

Intervenor to detail deficiencies in non-existent documents?

( A copy of the first page of the pertinent section of Amendment

65 is attached, along with a copy of the first page of the

material it replaced. )

The Applicants initial argument is equally disingenuous.

In 1975, there was no rule corresponding to Part 50, Appendix E

requiring a showing of evacuability out to a 10 mile EPZ. In

those pre-TMI days, Applicants were still denying that

evacuation could ever be contemplated, and were upheld by the

Appeal Board. Public Service Company of New Hampshire

(Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant) ALAB-390, 5 NRC 733 (1977).

Applicants then apparently claim.that there are no

" requirements" for emergency planning at the C.P. stage. This -

is remarkable in view of the fact that subparts -(a)-(e)

|t
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virtually track the language of the pertinent construction

permit requirements. (10 CFR Pa rt 50, App. E. ) Subpart 19 (b) ,

which Applicants claim is irrelevant, directly quotes the

language of f ootnote 2 to Appendix E, which applies by its
terms to construction permit proceedings.

The remaining objection goes to 19(f), which contends that

the emergency plan is deficient in that it fails to account for

the possibility of a CDA. This is said to constitute a

challenge to the regulations. We think not.

The 10-mile EPZ incorporated in the new emergency planning

rules was based upon a consideration of the possible

consequences of LWR accidents, with the most severe being, as

we understand it, the core-melt accident in the Reactor Safety

Study.11/ While no specific accident sequence was

determinitive, the EPA /NRC Task Force " identified the bounds of

the parameters for which planning is recommended, based upon

knowledge of the potential consequences, timing, and release

characteristics of a spectrum of accidents. "11/ This

analysis did not extend to CRBR accidents. The EPZ in 10 CFR

Part 50, App. E was established on the basis of NUREG-0396; EPA

520/1-78-016 (cited in footnote 2 to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix

11/ See, e.g., NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, " Criteria for
Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response

*

Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants,
Nov., 1980, at 6-7.

1d/ - Id a t 7.
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E) which is titled " Planning Basis for the Development of State
and Local Government Radiological Emergency Response Plans in

Support of Light Water Nuclear Power Plants" (emphasis added)

and does not by its terms provide a basis for limiting the CRBR

EPZ to 10 miles.

Thus, it is apparent that the emergency planning rulemaking

did not specifically consider CRBR accidents in setting a 10

mile EPZ. The regulation is not impermissibly challenged since

we do not seek consideration of what has already been decided,

but are raising a new issue beyond the scope of the rulemaking.

.

b
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CONTENTION 20

Contention 20(a) challenges the conclusions in the FES with

respect to the risks and consequencer as ccia*ed with cRBR

accidents beyond the design basis. (See FES, p. 7-10 - 7-11.)

In particular, NRDC contends that while the FES concludes that

" accident risks can be made ascceptably low" ( S 7.1. 4) , the

discussion purporting to support this conclusion demonstrably

fails to show how, since it f ails to state what specific

" additional features and requirements" will be required nor

demonstrates that these lower the risks of CRBR accidents to an

acceptable level. We do not understand either Applicant or

Staff to question that the issues raised by the contention

could have been admitted if offered in 1977, before this

proceeding terminated. They claim that we were obliged to

raise the issues before the proceeding terminated.

The FES was issued in February, 1977, and discovery was

subsequently permitted in the FES, questions to be sent on or

before April 8, 1982. (Memorandum and Order, March 28, 1977.)

NRDC sent two sets of Interrogatories to the NRC Staff

containing questions about this particular portion of the FES.

(NRDC . . . Nineteenth set of Interrogatories to NRC Staff,

question 17, Mar. 1, 1982; NRDC . . . Twentieth set of

Interrogatories to NRC Staff, question 54, April 8, 1982.

Copies a re attached. ) These Interrogatories were never
.

answered, yet NRDC is expected to have submitted new

"" ~

- ____ _i_*1_ - M-_ . - _ _ __ _ 'N
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contentions. This imposes a burden on NRDC that the other

parties were unwilling to accept for themselves.

Applicants and Staf f seek to overlook the circumstances of

February through April, 1977, when parties were turning their

attention away from preparing for a CRBR hearing to the issue

of whether the entire proceeding should be terminated. On

April 7, the day before final discovery requests were due,

President Carter made his announcement of the deferral of

CRB R. Dr. Cochran of NRDC had served during February and

March, 1977, on ERDA's LMFBR Steering Committee, which formally

reported its conclusions to the Administrator of ERDA on April

6, 1982. NRDC was well aware of the high likelihood of

impending deferral of the CRBR.

Under these circumstances, it would be wholly unreasonable

to rule that, unless NRDC added FES-related contentions in

April 1977, it is forever precluded from doing so. It should

also be noted that the effect of such a ruling would be to

freeze only NRDC. Neither Staff nor Applicant are bound by

anything they have previously done. Applicant constantly

amends its documents and NRC continues to re-assess, yet they

seek to insulate the FES from review by NRDC on the ground that

the door forever closed in 1977. In the particular context of

the CRBR proceeding, a contention related to the FES is not

untimely. Both Contention 20(a) and 20(b) should be admitted. *
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|
Even if the door had closed on 20(a) , a ruling we consider '

extraordinarily unlikely, the same could not be said for

20(b). The cited NRC Policy Statement, 4 5 Fed. Reg. 4 0101,

June 13, 1980, issued to reflect the experience of TMI (Id. at

4010 2, col. 3) requires a discussion in Environmental Impact

Statements of the risks and consequences of accidents beyond

the design basis.1E/ The Policy Statement expressly

identifies the CRBR as one example of a case which warranted

extensive and detailed con ,ideration of Class 9 events and for

which an FES had been prepared including a discussion of the

Staf f's consideration of Class 9 events. (Id. a t 4 010 2. ) The

Policy Statement does not and could not resolve the question of

whether this analysis of Class 9 accident in the FES is

sufficient; it simply notes that an analysis has .been done.

What it does resolve is the question of whecher the CRBR FES

must include a Class 9 risk and consequences analysis.

The Policy Statement then provides a description of the

nature of the required analysis. It is here that the CRBR FES.

fails. See 4 5 Fed. Reg. 40101, 40103 (copy attached) . Section

7 of the FES palpably does not contain what is called for

therein, including discussion of the environmental consequences

lE/ Staff's claim that it does not know the meaning of
" risks" . and " consequences" is disingenuous. The Policy
Statement contains precise direction on how the analysis of

~

risks and consequences is to be performed , 4 5 Fed. Reg. 40101,
40103, June 13, 1980.
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in terms'of potential radiological exposures to individuals and
_

population groups, health and safety risks, socioeconomic

impacts of an accident, e tc . Contention 20(b) should be

admitted.

J

a

b

.,

O
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' CONTENTION 21

There is apparently a misunderstanding among the parties

concerning the meaning of Contention 21. NRDC is not seeking

by this contention to challenge the classification of events

into 3 categories -- anticipated , unlikely and extremely

unlikely -- for the purpose of determining the acceptance

criteria. What NRDC questions here is 1) The method by which

particular events are placed into particular categories.

2) The resulting classification for some events. It is also

our understanding that the Staf f has not yet finally approved

either the definitions of events to be placed in each category

nor the proposed acceptance criteria associated therewith. As

the contention notes, the Applicants' proposed system is

described in PSAR Table 15.1.2-1. See also Ta ble 15.1. 2-2,

attacted, indicating the proposed relationship between the

i categories of event and the acceptance criteria.

The new developments which cause NRDC to raise this

contention center around recent experience of leaking steam

generator welds in the U.K. Atomic Energy Authority's 250-MW

prototype f ast reactor 15/ and persistent steam generator

corrosion and leaking in U.S. LWR's. The CRBR PSAR classifies

large sodium-water reactions as " highly unlikely" and even

15/ DOE, Congressional Budget Request, FY 19 83 Vo l. 2
*

(DOE /MA-005 7) at 152 (copy attached); See also Nucleonics Week,
Feb. 18, 19 8 2, p . 6.
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small sodium-water reactions as "unlikely."12' The

classifications are, NRDC contends, inconsistent with recent

experience. Mo re ove r , insofar as they

indicate a failure to sufficiently account for real experience

in at least these cases, they cast doubt on the method used to

fit events into the categories. Thus, the contention is

directly related to new information.

1

l

.

11/ Copy of viewgraphs from presentation by Applicants in
meeting with Staff on February 25, 1982.

- . . . . . - . . . . - - , - , _ -~ -- .- - - ::a
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CONTENTION 22

Contention 8 was originally worded as follows:

8. Applicants have not demonstrated that the plant is

designed to limit the public health risk from all radiation

exposure to as low as practicable.
t

a) The permissible dose limits do not adequately

consider the genetic effects on the general public due to

radiation exposures to workers.

Affidavit of Dr. Thomas B. Cochran Identifying

Specific Contentions and Bases, at 7. July 18, 1975.

Both Staff and Licensee objected to 8(a) as a challenge to

the limits in 10 CFR Pa rt 2 0. (E.g., NRC S taf f Response to

Applicants' Amended Answer to NRDC Petition to Intervene and

NRDC Response to Applicants' Amended Answer, Jan. 14, 19 7 6 a t

3 0. ) This question was ultimately resolved by construing a

re-worded contention as raising a permissible issue of residual

risk. Special Prehearing Conference Memorandum and Order,

LDP-76-14, 3 NRC 430, 435 (1976). The reworded contention was:

Reworded Contention 8: The health and safety

consequences which may occur if the CRBR merely complies with

current NRC standards for radiation protection of the public

health and safety have not been adequately analyzed in the

Applicants' ER or in the DES.

a) Applicants have not shown that exposures to the
"

public and plant employees will be as low as practicable.

L
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b) Applicants have not adequately assessed the

genetic effects f rom radiation exposure including genetic

effects to the general population f rom plant employee exposure,

c) Applicante have not adequately assessed the

induction of cancer from the exposure of plant employees and

the public.

New Contention 22 was of fered by NRDC to separate what we

believed was the " accident" component of the ALARA issue f rom

the original Contention 8, which was worded to cover "all"

radiation exposure purposefully.18/ After reading the

responses of the Staf f and Licensee, we have retraced the

progress of the original Contention 8. It appears that this

aspect of the contention was lost in 1976, perhaps due to error

or inadvertance on NRDC's part. NRDC's expert, Dr. Cochran,

avers that he intended to have the contention as originally

worded apply to the full scope of the ALARA principle which

includes its application to accident situations, but it is

f rankly not possible f or us to reconstruct six years later

exactly how or why this aspect of the issue was apparently

submerged. It may have been miscommunication (or a lapse in

communication) between Dr. Cochran and NRDC attorneys. We note

that, in response to Applicants' Request for Admission by NRDC

(First Set) , Nov. 17, 1976, NRDC affirmed that ALARA as used in

Contention 8 applied to accidents:
"

18/ Otherwise, we would have tracked the language of 10 CFR
Part 20.
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Request for Admission 6: "The ALARA concept applies to

releases of radioactivity and radiation exposure which occur

during normal plant operatiors." NRDC Answer: "We admit this

statement but we point out that ALARA also applies to abnormal

situations." Admissions by Natural Resources Defense Council

to Appicants' Request (First Set) , Jan. 13, 1977. Thus, the

parties were on notice in the context of Contention 8 that NRDC

interpreted ALARA to apply to accidents.

In any case, the Board need not resolve the question of

whether Contention 22 is part of the original Contention 8; the

Board can admit the contention on a late-filed basis. The

reasoning behind the contention and how it applies to the CRBR

is as follows:

The admonition that exposures to ionizing radiation should

be maintained as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) is a

long-s tanding tenet of tha health physics community and

organizations and agencies responsible for recommending and

establishing radiation protection criteria.12/

The radiation protection principle that radiation exposures

from whatever source should be maintained as low as reasonably

achievable or, formerly, as low as practicable, has been a

ll/ The ALARA principle was previously referred to as the
ALAP principle, where ALAP stands for "as low as practicable."
While the name of the principle was changed f rom ALAP to ALARA

~

in ICRP publication. 22 (date 197 3) , there is no philosophical
dif ference between ALAP and ALARA.
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basic tenet of the National Council on Radiation Protection and

Measurements (NCRP) , formerly the National Committee on

Radiation Protection, since the late 1940s, and this admonition

can be found in Handbook 59, " Permissible Dose f rom External

Sources of Ionizing Radiation," U.S. Department of Commerce,

September 24, 1954, p. 2.

The ALARA (or ALAP) principle was and is based on the

theory that any dose of ionizing radiation, no matter how

small, may produce some genetic or somatic damage and thus it

is considered wise to avoid all unnecessary exposure to

radionuclides. (See Handbook 69, " Maximum Pe rmissible Body

Burdens and Maximum Permissible Concentrations of Radionuclides

in Air and in Water for Occupational Exposure," U.S. Department

o f Comme rce , June 5, 19 5 9, p . 4.) The concept is a concise

summary of the intention to encourage protection practices that

are better than any prescribed minimal level, which is the

basic criterion for all cases in which a non-threshold

dose-effect relationship either exists or has been assumed.

(See NCRP Report No. 39, " Basic Radiation Protection Criteria,"

January 15, 1981.)

The original concept of ALARA (or ALAP) was based on the

view that, when maximum permissible exposure limits were

established by government agencies, the industry should not be

encouraged to push exposures up to these levels but should -

instead be encouraged to keep well below them. There was no
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intent in the development of the ALARA (or ALAP) principle to

limit the principle to routine exposure limits, but instead to

apply this philosophy to all activities that could lead to

human exposures to radiation and in f act no publication of the

ICRP, NCRP, or the Federal Radiation Council makes any explicit

reference to the ALARA (or ALAP) principle as being applied

only to routine exposures and not to potential accidental

exposures. Nor, considering the purpose of the concept, would

any such distinction be warranted. In sum, the ALARA (or ALAP)

principle is an adminition to avoid all unnecessary radiation

exposure to ionizing radiation, not simply unnecessary routine

radiation exposures to ionizing radiation. (See Handbook 59,

" Permissible Dose from External Sources of Ionizing Radiation,"

U.S. Department of Commerce, September 24, 1954, p. 20; ICRP

publication 22, 19 7 3, p . 1.)

The 10 CFR S 20.l(c) ALARA requirement derives directly

from the guidance of the Federal Radiation Council (FRC) as

published in its Report No. 1, " Background Material for the

Development Radiation Protection Standards," May 13, 1960, at

1 5.3, p. 2 6 and 1 5. 8, p. 28.

The FRC recognized that there was a possibility of

biological damage to the individual or his progeny f rom the

Radiation Protection Guide values of. 0.5 rem per year for an

individual in the general population and 5 rem per year for

occupational exposure. In adopting the ALAP principle, the FRC

.

,
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was endorsing the recommendations of the NCRP, which had

previously established ALAP as a basic tenet of radiation

protection. Furthermore, in its Report No. 1, FRC was setting

protection guides for routine exposures and not protection

guides for accidents analogous to 10 CFR 100 requirements and

therefore was applying the ALAP principle to the only exposures

conditions under consideration at that time.

Given that the ALARA (or ALAP) principle applies to all

radiation exposures, the fact that the ALARA requirement is

stated explicitly under 10 CFR Part 20 requirements (derived

from FRC Report No. 1) and not explicitly in Parts 50 and 100

does not imply that the ALARA principle does not apply to

potential accidental exposures as well. Indeed, NRC is

presently considering explicitly including a numerical

formulation of the ALARA principle in accident analyses.

Proposed Policy Statement on Safety Goals for Nuclear Power

Plants, 47 Fed. Reg. 7023 ( Fe b . 17, 1982). The mere fact that

NRC is considering but has not yet adopted such a numerical

rule does not make this contention a challenge to the

regulations. While NRC's rules do not now explicitly require

an ALARA analysis for accidents, nothing in the regulations as

they now stand precludes application of the ALARA principle to

accidents.

NRDC contends that the CRBR containment design does not

meet the objectives of the ALARA principle and consequently

.
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adopting this design would constitute an undue risk to the

public health and safety. NRDC maintains that the containment

is not designed to limit radiation exposures from accidents to

levels as low as can be reasonably achieved. There are

alternative practicable designs of the CRBR containment that

will result in lower radiation exposures to the public from

potential accidents than those that would be received with the

current design.

There are obviously no other means by which NRDC's interest
,

in this issue will be protected; no other party has raised the

issue nor would the Board be compelled to review it in the

absence of a contention. Nor should there be any reasonable

question about whether NRDC's participation may be expected to

assist in developing a sound record. NRDC has been involved

for many years in questions of radiation protection p/ and2

brings experience and knowledge to the question.

While admission of the contention will broaden the issues

to a limited extent, they will not unreasonably delay the

proceeding. Contention 3 already puts before the Board the

question of the effect of accidents on the containment, and

resultant radiological consequences. Thus, the only arguably

20/ petition to Amend 10 CFR 20.101 Exposure of Individuals
to Radiation in Restricted Areas, Oct. 31, 1977 (Pending) ; and
Petition to Amend Radiation Protection Standards as They Apply
to Hot Particles, Fe b . 14, 1974 (Denied; See 41 Fed. Reg.
15371-15379, April 12, 19 6_) .
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new factual issue would involve assessing the alternatives to

the CRBR containment design to determine whether there is a

" reasonably achievable" alternative. Given the current status

of the proceeding, when NRC has not yet even approved or issued
.,

an SER for the particular CRBR design, consideration of this

[ issue is not likely to significantly lengthen the proceeding.

i
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CONTENTION 23

Contention 23 raises the question of the ability of
,

safety-related components and systems in the CRBR to perform

their safety functions in the environment associated with

accident conditions. It is a basic tenet of NRC practice,-

reflected in General Design Criterion 4 of 10 CFR App. A, that

all such' systems important to safety be designed to withstand

the accident environment.
,

The new developments which we believe justify adding this

contention are twofold. First, the TMI accident involved a

fuel cladding / coolant reaction greater than previously

anticipated, which resulted in the generation of amounts of

hydrogen f ar greater than previously assumed.21/ At least

some of this hydrogen leaked to the containment where its

potential' to burn or explode posed a previously unaccounted-f or

environmental hazard to critical safety equipment. Similarly,

a parallel accident at the CRBR involving the release of sodium'

could result in sodium fires and hydrogen generation resulting

f rom the interaction of sodium with concrete, with a

concomitant hazard posed to CRBR safety-related equipment. We
,

21/ For a discussion of the hydrogen control issues f. lowing
from TMI, see " Interim Requirements Related to Hydrogen
Control," 46 Fed. jRe . 62281 (Dec. 23, 1981). The
environmental qualifications problems related to this are

'
particularly treated'in a section entitled " Standards for
Safety Systems' and Components That Must Function During or
After Hydrogen Burn [Sec. 50. 4 4 (c) (3) (V) ] , " id,. at 62282...

, - . -- . ,, . . . , - . - - - . . - - . _ . . - , . -.
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cannot believe that the NRC Staff fails to perceive this

parallel. The events at TMI therefore constitute good cause to

add 23 (b) .

As to 23(a) , NRDC contends that new developments subsequent

to and directly related to the Union of Concerned Scientists

(UCS) Petition for Emergency and Remedial Action, filed in

September,1977 and decided by the Commission at CLI-80-21,11

NRC 707 (1980) provide more than sufficient good cause for

adding this contention. For the first time, because of

information presented by UCS showing the test f ailures of

safety-related equipment under simulated accident conditions,

the NRC Staf f looked in some detail at whether actual equipment

in actual plants could withstand accident conditions, as

required by GDC 4. The resultant inquiry, which is still

underway, has made the following abundantly clear:

1. The NRC's previous standards used for reviewing

environmental qualification were deficient and inadequate to

ensure compliance with GDC 4.22/

2. The lack of documentation of qualification is

pervasive throughout the industry.22/

22/ CLI-80-21, 11 NRC 7 07 (19 80) .

22/ Id. The NRC Staff has now admitted that 80 percent of
nuclear plant electrical equipment remains unqualified, and
that about 15-40 percent of that will require replacement.

!
l
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These developments all occurred af ter the CRBR proceeding

was terminated. In 1977, or at any time prior to the

termination of this proceeding, NRDC could not have known about

the nature or extent of the environmental qualifications

problem industry-wide.

Further specificity as to the precise nature of the problem

for CRBR must await discovery. NRDC must first receive the

documentation of prototype test results and analyses of CRBR

safety equipment in order to determine the extent to which the

equipment meets GDC 4.

J
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CONTENTION 24

Contention 24 challenges the conclusion reached in the FES

that the CRBR can be constructed and operated at the proposed

site without undue risk to the health and safety of the public

because that conclusion is based on the unsupported proposition

that additional features and requirements "can" acceptably

reduce the risk, without describing what features will be

incorporated in the design or how and to what extent they will

reduce the risk. In response to Licensee and Staff objections,

See the discussion, supra, concerning Contention 20.

As for the claim of vagueness, the contention is vague

precisely to the extent that the FES's conclusion is vague.

The essence of the contention is that NRC has not yet told us

what additional features will be added to CRBR, nor how and to

what extent they will reduce the risk to public health and

safety. Only when this information is revealed will NRDC or

the Board be in a position to judge whether CRBR risks can or

have been made acceptably low.

Respectfully submitted,

v\ 1 Bus =
ELLYN R7 WEISS

Harmon & Weiss
1725 I Street, NW, 4506-

Washing ton, D. C. 20006
(202)833-9070

Attorney for Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc.

! Dated: March 31, 1982
!

!
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Y-12 P1nnt ATTACHMENT 1

ADDRESS: Y-12 Plcnt,

Post Office Box Y
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
615/576-5454 (Information)
615/576-1000 (Assistance)

Location: On an 500-acre site on the DOE's Oak Ridge
Reservation at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

ESTABLISHMENT: Ground was broken on February 1, 1943. The
first production building was put into use
on January 27, 1944. The first bomb dropped
on Japan, at Hiroshima, contained U-235

- produced at the Y-12 Plant by an
electromagnetic separation technique. After
World War II the electromagnetic method was
discontinued in favor of the more economical
gaseous diffusion method. Since then Y-12
has evolved into a manufacturing and
development engineering organization.

MISSION: The plant has four principal missions:
production and fabrication of weapon*

h parts and subassemblies;
production of parts and test devices for'

the weapon design laboratories;
support of other Union Carbide*

Corporation Nuclear Division (UCCND)
plants; and
support of other federal agencies.*

The plant is interwoven physically and
organizationally with the other DOE plants
administered by UCCND. Y-12 receives
significant assistance from ORNL and other
UCCND plants in solving technical problems
encountered in weapon production.
Conversely, Y-12 not only houses three
divisions of ORNL but also contributes to
the thermonuclear fusion program, and other
activities of the UCCND plants, primary in
terms of craft support.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS
PRODUCTION

.
ACTIVITIES:

-

Weapon Component
Production: Manufactures nuclear assemblies, namely the

secondary (and tertiary) components of

,

1
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thermonuclocr warpons.C. The major Y-12
responsibilities in support of nucloor
woapon production involve tha fabrication of,-

components from enriched uranium, lithium
deuteride, lithium hydride, depleted uranium
and uranium alloyc, other parts requiring.
heavy machining, ceramic parts and the
assembly of subassemblies.

'

1
i

NUCLEAR MATERIAL
PRODUCTION: The Y-12 plant produces and processes

litblum compounds and processes deuterium
for nuclear weapons, and processes deuterium
for DOE high-energy laser _ development.

Enriched lithium from retired weapon
components is received and recycled in the
weapon program or converted to an enriched
lithium-alluminum alloy, which in turn is
shipped to the Savannah River Plant for

'fabrication into lithium aluminum alloy
tubes used as targets in the Savannah River
production reactors for tritium production.

Weapons Program
% Support: The Y-12 Plant provides support to the
) Weapons Design Laboratories. It produces

~

icomponents for most of the devices tested at
the Nevada Test Site. Uranium reclaimed
f rom the retirement of weapons- is purified.
Highly enriched uranium oxides from
nonproduction fuels processed at the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) D and
highly enriched uranium nitrate solution
from production reactor fuels processed at
SRP are converted to uranium metal for
storage and converted to enriched
uranium-aluminum alloy for shipment to the
Savannah River Plant for fabrication into
driver f uel- elements for subsequent use in-
the SR production reactors.c Highly
enriched uranium scrap from DOE programs is
also recovered and processed at the Y-12
plant.

Research is conducted on atomic vapor
laser isotope separation (AVLIS)
technologies as support to the AVLIS Program
at LLNL.

.
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The isostatic presses are ccpnble of J:F' |,

temparcturoo up to 300* F and at a
proesura of 30,000 pai. By uGing
porcauro-intensifying devicos in-

combination with the isostatic vessels,
it has been possible to achieve pressures
up to 2,000,000 psi.
Chemical Operations include manufacturing*

compounds and plastics, converting
compounds to elements by chemical and/or !

thermal reduction, manufacturing
elastomeric containers, and purifying,

compounds and elements.'

Fabrication Operations such as shearing,*

forming, and welding support the overall
Plant fabrication mission.

' Non-traditional machining operations such

( as electrical discharge machining and
chemical machining are being used.
Technology is available to machine
materials into cylindrical and spherical
shapes to extremely close tolerances. .

Assembly Operations. Surf aces of parts*

to be assembled may be vapor degreased,

, . ~ , etched, electropolished, pickled,.

W!8 passivated, dried, and coated.
i

MANAGEMENT: Y-12 is a GOCO facility operated for DOE by |

Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division
(UCC-ND), which also operates two gaseous
diffusion plants and the Oak Ridge National

'

Laboratory (ORNL) . The Office of Military
Applications under the ASDP is responsibley
for technical direction. This
responsibility has been delegated to the
Albuquerque Operations Office. The UCC-ND
contract with DOE is administered by the Oak
Ridge Operations Office, which in this case
acts as an area office for the Albuquerque
Operations Office. Y-12 was operated by the
Tennessee Eastman Corporation from January,
1944, the time it was put in operation until
May 5,1947 when Union Carbide assumed
operation of the plant. The Stone and
Webster Engineering Corp. of Boston designed
and built Y-12 with the help of experts from,

- the University of California.
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NONWEAPONi
,

i' ACTIVITIES: Contributes to the nuclear fusion program;-

. '.
provides craft support to this and other

,
.

non-weapon activities at this-and other-

e.m..-

.19
' ~ ~ ~~

UCC-ND plants (see " Mission") .

F ACILITIES : Lithium Enrichment (see description on p. ___
following Y-12 Plant Summary Description) , l

~.;.... ,. Lithium Processing. The plant has the
^

only capability in the United States for- - -'

. ;; .. processing and manufacturing lithium
i

deuteride, lithium hyd ride , and other parts,~
that may require handling in ultra-dry (less
than 35 ppm moisture) conditions. |

Uranium Processing. Y-12 has facilities )
to process large quantities ofi .

.,

. 6.'
- highly-enriched and depleted uranium .

' -

compounds into metal forms suitable for
''

fabrication.p
'

A variety of technologies are employed at[
-

"

Y-12 to process and convert raw materials
; into finished products. These include:

'''

Metal-working production processes*

include consumable electrode arc melting
and skull casting; casting i'n vacuum ori

-
x

special atmospheres to produce ingots or'

rough shapes; rolling ingots or forgings<

into plate and/or thin sheet; formingiby- - '
,

,

forging; back extruding rough shapes;
roll forming and welding; press forming
using single, double, and triple-action
presses; forming to a punch using
hydraulic presaure; power shear spinning;
explosive forming and heat treating
through the use of high-temperature
vacuum facilities, and quenching vacuum.'

* Electrochemistry covers a broad scope-of.

effort and includes such production
technologies as electroplating, ion
plating, sputtering, chemical vapor

^" plating, and electroless. nickel plating.
,

Power Metallurgy and Ceramics- ' - *

,'
technologies include crushing , grinding ,;

and blending equipment to prepare metal-

and ceramic powders to-the proper size;
large isostatic presses to compact the

,
- powders to high densities, and sintering

'

furnaces capable of operating in a-

variety of controlled atmospheres with,,

b temperatures as high as 4,700* F.1

'

|
'
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SPEECHES.

n
( .- ' 2-7715 establis' ting priorities and realistic scaedules -out of the

. p* FOR IMMEDIATI RE!.1ASE Second. is the pressing need to make sense *-in terms of

j k mass of reautrements imposed on the nuclear industry or
2 backlogged in the aftermath of the Three Mile Island accident.

%* We must also make sure that future regulatory reautrements
Remaras by are worth doing in terms of safety. A major reorganisation

e Nunzio J. Palladino. Chairman within NRC has recently taken place in an effort to meet
71 % 5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission these needs.
# at the
4 sessac Industrial Forum Annual Conference 1931 Third. Is the sa*ter of stresm11ning the reactor licensing
1 San francisco. California process for the long term, beginning with the near-term

Oecemoor 1.1981 steos we are taking to try to make this possible. I want to- * -

-43 take advantage of previous studies and proceed to implement
eq streamlining features already well recognized as potentially
' * * NUCLEAR RECU!.ATORY REFORM etfective. I have established an internal NRC task force to

A'
take the first steps toward achieving these goals.

J Fourth, is the concern I feel about the slow progress
7 ~,4 eorning. Ladies and Centlemen. I am pleased to in nuclear waste management, and also in the cleanuo of

. . to you today about nuclear regulatory reform. Three ' tile Island. These are situations which simply must
# 5e resolved.$ . ant to talk about regulatory reform as it involves - *

4 m.is ene hcisar Regulatory 1;ommission and the nuclear The fif th theme involves the development of tools for
*m# . .e.s t ry . I will discuss actions we have taken and plan to more ef fective management of our regulatory efforts. A key

1 ...e se tnat nuclear regulation can work to the not benefit to regulatory reterm is that the regulatory body operate
4 .t t *e ma t ion. 1 will be talking about some of the major along clearly defined lines, guided by specafic goals and

.-%
,...es .e. and you, have to deal with at this poin t in time. priorities. My associations w1th the NRC staff have convinced

me that they are thoroughly competent and conscientious.M 5efore ! address specific actions and issues, however* This staff can Jo the Joe if there is leadership and clear* .. e t t2 ease a point of fundamental and critical amoortance, policy guldance from the top level of management. My personal-
8** '' **#"*" * * * *

segulatory reform is not--! repeat. is not -reform of
M tse regulatory authority only. It involires industry as well. Sixth is the role of industry. As I have already
't 8:getatery reform cuts both ways. It has to if it is going stated, the NRC alone cannot carry the burden of regulatory

.s w ceed. When we in regulation have done everything we reform. The industry must bear its share of the weight.

.ns expedite our processes, remove needless regulatory
9 3.rsens, and widen our perspective to account for all the Near-Term Reactor Licensing Cha11entes

l ef fects of our decisions, only half the battle, or less than
talf, will be won. The rest involves you*

Let me turn now to av first named theme: preventing a
possible c. ear-term reactor licensing logjam.

i if the nuclear industry does not do its part, no amount
4 sf regulatory reform will save it from the consecuences of
( tte own tailures to achieve the cuality of construction and . If plants are completed on the dates now projected by
'' plant operations it must have for its own well-being and for their owners, t.? Commission will be f aced with making final

decisions on applications for as many as 33 full-power! de safety of the public it serves,
1 operating licenses by the end of 1983. This would represent.
I 9ased on austity assurance failures that have recently as I said before, an unprecedented rate of licensing activity

se;o to light. I am not convinced that all of the industry for the NRC. Even if sch:dules for some plants slip, as'

tas been soang its part, they have a way of doing, the NRC would be faced with a-* challenging licens1ng load.
$ faftry From Ouality Assursnee
I

~

We have taken steps to meet this challenging schedule
Some utilities fall short of protecting their own best while at the same time ensurtng that each application receives

att2 rests and meeting the high standards espected for nuclear a caretul. professional rettew. The increased pace will not
1 Pow i r . Unfortunately, the poor performers are the ones who be allowed to force the licensing or hearing staffs into
J 1: pact most adverselv on the safety and credibility of the performing cursory reviews.
4 indus t ry . Their deficiencies in quality assurance are
1 i;escusable. An area that has proved a very time-consuming phase of

the licensing review is emergency preparedness. It is a
There have been lapses of many kinds--in design analyses complex and difficult task for all concerned. It has become

resulting in built in design errors; in poor construction a potentially serious source of delay.
practices; in falsified drcuments; in harassment of quality
coAtrol personnel; and in inadequate traintag of reactor Under an arrangement existing since early 1980, the NRC
pira tos s. works with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in

Jeciding on the adequacy of emergency preparedness for a
Finding problems may imply good inspection, but not nuclear facility. I have met with the Director of FEMA.

sec5ssarily good quality. Quality cannot be inspected into and our staffs are working together to map out the full
a plant. It must be built into the plant. All of you. I an dimensions of the problem and find a way to deal with it.
slr 2 would say that you know th's, but the practices at some Proposals for alleviating potential schedule delays from
plaats do not confirm that the importance of th1s principle emergency preparedness are now before the Commission for
is always well understood. These practices must change if action.

trm regulatory reform is to take place.
On the whole. I feel we can devi successfully with the

Reform must be a joint undertaking by both the regulators kinds of complications we can now foresee. Our licensing
and those being regulated. Certainly, we in regulation can staf f has been mobilized for many months to bring down the
JD tur job better than before. and we are trying to do that. backlog of impacted plants. So far they have had good
lut regulation alone cannot as,ure good plants; industry plays success. The Commission also charged the hearing boards to
th2 maper role. Wo. as requistors can only prevent inadequate take firm hold of the hearings and keep them moving. I hope
pints from being built or from operating, and we will not this step will also be successful,
si;7 away from doing that. Whatever changes reform will bring,
th3 paramount mission of the NRC remains the protection of We intend to continue to search for innovative solutions
th) health and satety of the public. It is your massion to when sources of delay can be identified. Nuclear regulation
build the plants well and operate them properly so nuclear simply cannot become a procedural bottleneck to the Nation's

pow:r can be provided safety. ability to bring new sources of energy on line, especially
those ready to come on line in the near future.

Let me now turn to:
Cetting Control of Requirements

Sp*cific Regulatory actions and issues
My second specific theme is the vital business of

In a talk earlier this year. I Ldentified five themes that getting the imposition of new requirements under control.
regttre implementation if regulatory reform ts to be achieved.
Tt these, based on av toregoing commerts. I have added a sixth. I have no doubt that nuclear power plants are safer now

i

It is these six th:mes that I want to discuss with you and than they were before the TM1 accident. NRC requirements

|' rep:rt on now. In all sia areas. action as already unser and inspections, as well as industry initiatives. have had

I w!y. but in each area more must be dono. a great deal to dc with that. But I also believe that our
satety prierities have not been made clear, and that our

The first theme involves the potential for a near-term demands on licensee resources have sometimes been excessive
rm ctor licensing togjan and our efforts within the NRC. to and ill-coordinated. The licensees maintain, with some
riview license applicattens at an unprecedented pace in the justification 1 believe. that the sheer volume of new safety
E at two years. requirements constitutes a safety concern in itself.

3
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L U.S. Lists 111 Problems at CoastReactor ?
.
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TByJUDFI11 MILLER of data used to calculate whether the stoners mentioned today the commis - i

semait.m mstwo plant muld endure an earthquake that ston's previous determination that the i

WASil!NGTON, March 4 - Officials registered 7.5m the Richterscale. utility had made "matertal false state- t

of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission R.L. Cloud Associates.whichheldthe ments" to the commission about the r

said today that " hundreds" of changes contract, was rejected bv the commis. Cloud review. On Feb. II, the commis- )

nught be required irt the Diablo Canyon sion on the ground that it was not suffi, sian concluded that the utility had vio- f

nuclear power piant before the plant ciently independent of the plant',s lated the Atomic Energy Act by stating

couidoperate safely. owner. Last year Pacific Gas and Elec- that it had not reviewed a previous re-
liaroid R. Denton, head of the Office tric accounted for 48 percent of Cloud's port by Cloud to the mmminion, when,

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to'd the revenues, and it now accounts for 60 to in fact Robert Cloud, the head of the ,

, commission that 111 errors and."open 70 percent, according to commission of. company, had shown a draft to the utt!-

items," or posstble errors, had been dis- ficials.The mmmission also took the ac- sty. The commiunon took no discipif-
covered at the $2.3 billion plant near San tion because Cloud was too small to han- nary action. Mr. Denton said today be
Luis Obispo. Calif., that could raise die the vast number of problems and had been instructed not to ansider.the 4

incident in deciding whether Mr; }"significant" questions about its ability potential errors it had already found.
towithstand anearthquake. "I don't think that any of us antici. Cloud's company should continue man-'

"There may have been a fundamental pated the scope of the problems," said agmgthe review. - , ;

breakdown in the quality of the design John F. Ahearne, a commmion mem- New Company to Be Sought. W
process," Mr. Denton said after the ber. He commion ordered Be ututyN
comtnission meetmg. Mr. Denton noted that the nm com* California officials and other interested 1

The mounting erruts led the commd- pany would have to " double or triple" ** * "** "*E*"Y * !sion to order Pacific Gas and Electric, size of the review effort being conducted manage Be revis in de next week. ;
which owns the plant. to replace the con. byCloud. '#* " ""
cern that has been conductmg a review Neither Mr. Denton nor the comma- ty r t in a tant wie ' litt!

prior financial involvement with 1
P.G.&E. and a large, experienced !- - -

staff." such as Teledyne Engmeering.6
Services, which has already worxed on.
theproject.- . . . .

Hecommissionsaidthatitwas satis-
fled with the concept and design of thes
feYlew. .

Gregg S. Pruitt. a spokesman for the
utility, said that' the company was.

- pleased" that the review had won the i"

endorsement of the panel, but he vigor. }
ously denied Mr. Denton's assertion that
the problems detected so far meant that ;

it would be a long time before the plant
couldstartoperating. .,, .. ,

IJeanseGrantedin5eptember *
. %e new problems reported today at
Diablo Canyon are the latest in a series
of setbacks at the long<1elayed nuclear
plant, The twin-reactor facility was
granted a license in September to begin
low-power testing and began loading-

'

fuel when the cotnpany reported to the
cornmtaion that it had discovered.a
construction error in the earthquake
safetysystem.

In November. the .comminionssus .
pended the plant's license until a corw F

isultant, chosen by the utility and ap -
' proved by the mmmission, had verifled
that steps had been taken to correcr13'

-" N-errors. - -

Mr.Denton said today that Mr. Cloud
and his company were antinuing to find }
"alargenumberof designerrors." !

"Every time they look at it, they're-
findingm.oreerrors.".Mr.Dentonsaid.t i

. + wn s..
. ,., - s

,__
;

_ _ _ _ _ .
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.

13.3 EMERGENCY PLANNING

13.3.1 General

TVA's emergency plans contain the precautionary planning,
delegation of authority and responsibility, and plans of action to
protect the public, plant employees, and equipment in case of unusual
incidents. As. specified in 10CFR50, Appendix E, these plans are for
use at the local level for the control of general emergencies such as
fire, personnel injury, tornadoes and high winds, and incidents that
could result in the release of a significant amount of radioactivity.

; The TVA Radiological Emergency Plan (REP), for the CRBRP will
contain the overall TVA REP, the Nuclear Emergency Medical Assistance
Plan, and the CRBRP Annex. The CRBRP Annex will contain four documents.
They are the (a) Division of Power Production REP, (b) Site REP, (c) En-
rivons Emergency Plan (EEP), and (d) State of Tennessee REP.

These documents are briefly described below. The actual TVA
REP for the CRBRP wili Se submitted as a separate document along with
the Final Safety Analysis Report.

a. The TVA REP is designed to handle all radiological
emergencies which might occur within TVA. During a
nuclear emergency at a plant site, the Central Emer-

( gency Control Center (CECC) staff will function to
provide assistance as necessary to the site and
division emergency organizations and will provide all
information requested by outside agencies,

b. The Nuclear Emergency Medical Assistance Plan will
outline all arrangements which have been made for
medical services which may be required for the CRBRP
employees or others affected by the emergency.

c. The CRBRP Annex will contain the four following
documents:

50 | 1. The Division of Power Production (P Prod) REP
requires automatic staff actions to provide
required assistance for the site by alerting
support facilities, concluding arrar.gements with
civilian support facilities, and providing.any
support requested by the plant. The major
assistance provided by the division emergency
staff will be to the plant itself although the
staff will provide personnel services as required
by state and local agencies. The division emergency
staff will also coordinate the efforts of other
divisions within TVA.

Amend. 50
June 1979
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2. The Site REP will deal with control of the emergency
within the site boundaries. e

V =-
3. The Environs Emergency Plan (EEP) will deal with ~

the emergency beyond the site boundary.

4. The State of Tennessee REP will provide the support
of state organizations in the event of a nuclear
emergency and is orincipally concerned with the
well being of area citizens. This plan will work
hand in hand with the CRBRP EEP.

13.3.2 Emergency Organization

The normal shift operating crew provides the nucleus of the
plant's emergency organization. The shift crew has an adequate number
of personnel with the authority to take required immediate action in
any emergency. The plant emergency organization is headed by an
Emergency Director. The Shift Engineer is responsible for declaring
an emergency and acting as Emergency Director until relieved by the
Plant Manager or a designated alternate from the plant staff. After
relief, the Shift Engineer remains in charge of detailed inplant
operations. The shift organization is supplemented by predesignated
individuals from the remainder of the plant staff after notification
by telephone or messenger. The plant emergency organization has pre-
assigned duties and responsibilities and is trained to perform all
actions that may be necessary to cope with the emergency and to
implement the emergency plan. In addition to the plant emergency
organization, the unaffected plant staff could provide additional
personnel to assist as necessary.

In the event of an emergency involving the possibility of
danger to the public or the offsite environment, the plant Emergency
Director notifies TVA's operating duty specialist who notifies the
Central Emergency Control Center (CECC) Director. The CECC organization
consists of TVA management personnel from various TVA divisions and
offices and is located in Chattanooga. The CECC has the authority to
make arrangements and expend funds as necessary to protect the environ-
ment from the adverse effects of an emergency. They coordinate TVA
offsite activities and work with various other Governmental emergency

groups. The members of the CECC staff are predesignated, aware of their
responsibilities, and conduct periodic drills to maintain a high degree
of readiness.

50 1 The P PROD emergency organization is also notified by the
Plant Emergency Director and provides additional manpower as required
to augment the plant organization. The personnel may come from other

50 lTVA nuclear. plants, the P PROD Central Office, or the P PROD Service
Shops Section, depending on the nature of the emergency and the

50| disciplines required. The P PROD. emergency organization will also
provide technical support groups for emergency planning and recovery
operations.

Amend. 50
June 197913.3-2
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A 13.3 EMERGENCY PLANNING

13.3.1 General

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project Radiological Emergency Plan
(CRBRP-REP) will be developed to provide protective measures for project
personnel, and to protect the health and safety of the public in the event of
a radiological emergency resulting from an inplant accident or an accident
involving transportation of radioactive waste from Clinch River Breeder
Reactor Project. This plan ful fills the requirements set forth in Part 50,
Title 10 of the Code Federal Regulations that an. emergency plan be included. in
the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and be developed in accordance with the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEPA) guidance. As specified in NUREG-0654, Criteria for Preparation and
Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in
Support of Nuclear Power Plants, the CRBRP-REP will ensure the following:

1. Adequate measures are taken to protect employees and the public.

2. All Individuals having responsibilities during an accident are
properly trained.

3. Procedures exist to provide the capability to cope with a spectrum of
accidents ranging from those of little consequence to major core melt.

4 Equipment is available to detect, assess, and mitigate the
,

consequences of such occurrences.

5. Emergency action levels and procedures are established. to assist in
making decisions.

The Radiological Emergency Plan will consist of the CRBRP-REP and appendices.

These documents are briefly described below. The actual CRBRP-REP is to be
submitted as a separate document prior to fuel loading.

13.3.1.1 CRBRP-REP

This document will address general organizational responsibilities,
capabilities, actions, and guidelines for TVA and project personnel during a
radiological emergency. ,

13.3.1.2 Anoendices

Specific Information on each of the TVA emergency centers will b'e included as
appendices to the CRBRP-REP. These appendices will detail facility features,

,

capabilities, equipment protective actions, and responsibilities. The'

CRBRP-REP, together wIth the appendices, wiII describe the methods TVA wIII
use to:

1. Detect en emergency condition
,

O'
'd 13.3 .'
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICAfr NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

In the Matter of )
)

UNITED STATES ENERGY RESEARCH )

AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION )
)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT CORPORATION ) Docket No. 50-537
)

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY )
)

(Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant) -) -

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, SIERRA
CLUB, AND EAST TENNESSEE ENERGY GROUP
NINETEENTH SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION STAFF

1

Pursuant to 10 CFR S 2.740 (b) , Natural Resources Defense

Council, Sierra Club, and East Tennessee Energy Grouc request

that the attached interrogatories be answered fully, in writing

and under oatn , by one ore more of ficers or employees of the
i

Staff wno have personal knowledge or is the closest to having

personal knowledge thereof. If the interrogatories are answeren

by more than one person, whether or not he or she verified the

answers, and whether or not he or she is an officer or employee

of the Staff, such person's name and title should be set forth

together with an identification of which interrogatories he or

she is responsible for.

Each question is instructed to be answered in six parts , .as

follows:

Answer to Question : ,

(a) Provide the direct answer to the question.

,

t

O

..
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evaluate the residual risk that .the NRDC a'nalysis is correct?

14. (FES p. 11.-2 ) Why does the Staff consider evaluating

radiological impact of plant operation for 50 years adequate when

a number of. radionuclides released will continue to be active

beyond 50 years?

15. (FES'p. 11-23) Quantify what is meant by the statement

" Exposure of workers at nuclear faciIities is carefully monitored

and controlled." In particular, describe the worker exposure-

at other facilities , particularly exposure during maintenance and

repair, and how the exposure levels and nunber of workers exposed

increases as the facilities get. older. In this regard, discuss

the policy of allowing substantial quantities of workers to receive

maximum doses in short periods of time such as was experienced at

West Valley.

16. (FES p. 11-23) Is the assertion that 10 CFR 20 results

in " minimal risks to individual workers" intended to imply that

the risks could.not be made lower, should not be lower, would'

not be made lower? Explain your answer and the assumptions and

bases for it in detail.
,

17. (FES pp. 7-11, 7-13, 7-26, 8-16 and 10-8) Inasmuch as-

the Staff has not completed its safety review and thus does not

know whether the CRBR analyzed in the FES will meet the NRC safety

requirements, and inasmuch as the Staff intends to reach a deci-

sion on the CRBE design which includes a number of crucial items

for which R&D will be required, and inasmuch as the result of such '

R&D or other R&D as described in the Technical Safety Activities
.

P
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Report and as recommended by the ACRS for generic items is yet

to be completed, and inasmuch as all of these events could either

result in a conclusion that the CRBR analyzed in the FES does not

meet all required safety standards and/or chat to meet those stan-

dards will require a sunstantial additional economic cost and/or

substantial delay, what is the basis for the Staff's conclusions

in the FES: '

/'r(a b operation of the CRBR and its support facilities will
not involve unacceptable risks to the environment
from plant accidents, transportation accidents or' ~--

deliberate acts;

(b) the CBBR can be completed and ope.ation begun and
continued within the time requirements of ERDA's
objectives:

(c) the costs of CRBR will not outweigh its benefits?

In your answer provide in detail the bases and assumptions used.

In particular exclain how the commitment that the-CRBR.will be

required to make all changes required in the future to keep resi-

dual risks low has been quantified by appropriate bounding to set

an outer limit on possibit economic and timing impacts, and explain

how the reliance of NRC on R&D work conducted principally by

the Applicant ERDA and its contractors or conducted for NRC by

contract with persons who normally depend upon.ERDA or its con-

tractors for employment can assure that problems which are now

open will be resolved in a way which is consistent with an objec-

tively-determined adequate level of safety.

18. In the answers to Interrogatories Set 11, particularly
;

'

pages 7-10, Mr. Denise indicates that in several critical areas

the Staff has required that- the CRBR design incorporate additional,

.

, . - - -, ,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
- NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

-

In the Matter of )
)

UNITED STATES ENERGY RESEARCH )

AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION )
)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT CORPORATION ) Docket No. 50-537
)

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY .),
). -

(Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant) )

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, SIERRA
CLUB, AND EAST TENNESSEE ENERGY GROUP

TWENTIETH SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION STAFF

Pursuant to 10 CFR S 2.740 (b) , Natural Resources Defense

Council, Sierra Club, and Eas*. Tennessee Energy Group request

- that.the attached interrogatorieu be answered fully, in writing
h and under oath, by one or more officers or employees of the

Staff who have personal knowledge or is the closest to having

personal knowledge thereof. If the interrogatories are answered
'

by more than one person, whether or not he or.she verified tha.
answers, and whether or not he or she is an officer or employee

of the Staff, such person's name and title should be set forth
.

together with an identification of which interrogatories he or
..

she is responsible for.

Each question is instructed to be answered in six parts, as

follows:
.

Answer to Question :

(a) Provide th'e direct answer to the question.'

6
I
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54. Explain in detail, revealing all of the bases and
.

assumptions upon which you rely, all documents analyzed and

accepted or rejected, all experts consulted and the opinions

obtained from them, and all facts upon which you rely for the

underlined statements contained in the portions of the FES

attached as an appendix to this set of interrogatories.
,

55. (7-13) Does the last sentence of the text of this
page reflect an examination of' classified materials made avail-

able to selected persons at NRC or does it merely reflect the

view of those NRC authors of this section.of the CRBR analysis?

Describe in detail the procedure used by the author of this

sentence to gather the data necessary to make the statement.

Is the statement true as of the date this interrogatory is

\rj answered?
E

56. If the CRBR is to meet what safeguards requirements.

are imposed by NRC and if those requirements are not now-known,

how does the Staff know that the cost of adequate safeguards,
,

added to other costs of the CRBR, do not outweigh the benefits

of the CRBR? In your answer, consider the following statement

by the CEQ in a letter to Chairman. William Anders on January 20,

1975, and explain why its reasoning is or is not applicable to

the CRBR. In your answer, focus on the objective of the CRBR.

as a demonstration plant and the impact on achieving that objec-

tive if it is licensed without full consideration of safeguards
,

alternatives which consideration might later requira rejection-

.

of the LMFBR technology:

|$ -

. .
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Further persoective on the magnitude of the consecuences of a large release of radioactive mate-
rial can be gained from the Reactor safety Study. For the equilibrium core of a 1000 MWe LWR and
the largest release fractions assumed therein, no early (< 1 year) fatalities and only about 1%
and 5% of the latent cancer fatalities are attributable to plutonium and strontium isotopes,
respectively (i.a., the rest are attributable to other fission products). A comoarison of the
equilibrium CRBRP core to that assumeo in WASH-1400 shews that tne inventory of significant fis-
sion products is about three-fold lower in tne CRSRP and the plutonium inventory is not signifi-
c.antly different. In tne event described in Table 7.2. the assumed release to tne environment'

involved approximately 0.3% of the core inventory of plutonium, wnten compares with the maximum
value of 0.4% estimated in WASH-1400. *1*he"an ""#'iaiaa' i-"ae-**'aa ** aa' '"''''h'a *a a**"a

fi rm ennc19tinat an ena calagem pe ctions octantially assoc 14ts? wi rm -me eace-cum ny engqinia
eaea a**e m lya arc cents, -aa reeagta re,er1rns for iei-170tOO*S avc80t Strone.14m anq ntutoniem
e = c a e r = "ec.. . a , 4 . ..- 9 er .wn n,-,.c cinrp --a g e,3 nmag ,-scricas in wa3H-l eid warp cetwaan
n.4 a 0, 2eaa? non-aatum ann ereene,"m wara eurq raggr1va,y em ,1 conectrotnee e9 era ren-

'aa

e aa . s..r o e moon ., .-oir ...=aco e r.r.3 cas <,o ro +.n.rnia nien c, --a nyara,6 raneaquences fram '
rou 3 icrtcent wouto not na synsrantialiv dirraraae enm e90e= arartr**? r" *=a -ame*a- -*-**"

St7a" ine acove argument, oT Course, oces not account for tne soclum wniCn mignt ceear ' 'w i

releasec rrom cne CRSRP. Na halia"a **et the ralasse of missive nuantities nf cepmically toxic
enofo,. nine: dant with a core -artino 3vant. wouto not -atuit in sionir rantiv neaater rensa-
.... -oe ...n ---c. .,r.4,y .enn,ron in .n -.. rcr s ,pev -aucy. ,ne consecuences or cne event

descricea in iaole i.4 cio incruce tne contrioution or raoicactive socium wnten was rouna to be
-

minor. Further work will be required and is planned to confirm this assessment. This work
includes sodium fire and material interaction studies by the applicant and confirmatory studies
by tne NRC.

7.I.4 Accidents: Conclusions

The desicn information and evaluations available at this time nave been reviewed. Based on this
(eview. Our conclusion is that the accident risks can be maoe acc20tably low with the incorpora-
f on of the features and requirements in the design as discussed above. The staff's safety

evaluation will orovide the cas1s for determ1ning wnat olant features and R&D programs are acceot-
w(-T able in tnis recard. T h_? e''f# kaliavae i+ 49 within *%= etata af +ha-are ** daeiaa. aaaa**"a-

.,rn --...ra .*. . e e p ,,e,r, , -,enor .,,r ,., --n.an...,ca, ,, ,c e , c . . , 4, ,, -e, ,. ,r,,,,_
,einr ~??-neanc -ca, ransa ternacy 1statsea -qr t'.;9t. shey*a que ?freaor re9,ays '7c1cate enge

c. . , r . , , , r,<ve ... ene entrir,ent.y ,ny n, enar eno;r3nt,,, rnairir3 ions r, *ne osant ira raquirad
-. --o- ... ,-,-- -onn.co gnr5 n, < 3rr w'ai raquira oc9 rn3nops as opemaa necastarv.

7.2 TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS INVOLVING RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

A recent survey (NUREG-0073) indicates that about 2.5 million packages of-radioactive material
are transoorted within the United States each year, About 1300 of these packaoes are casks
containing scent fuel. Of the more than 32,000 reports of transoortation incidents involving
hazardous mater 1als that were submittec to the Department of Transoortation during 1971-1975, 144
incidents tnvolved radioactive materials and 36 involved release of contents or excessive radia-
tion levels (Grella,1976). !n most cases, releases involved minor contamination. No deaths or
significant injuries due to raciation or radioactivity were experienced. This record is a con-

g tinuation of the excelient safety record observed in transportation of radioactive materials '

during the previous 25 years.
!

The prooability of an accident occurring in transoortation of hazardous materialf by truck is
small--about 1.7 accidents per million vehicle miles--and decreases with increased severity of

i the accident to about one extra severe accident (one in which the packace c;ntainment may oe -

breached) per 50 billion vehicle miles, and one extremely severe accident per 10 million-million- *
i venicle miles (MASH-1238). Based on an assumeo shioping distance of 750 miles, a shipment to or

from the CRBRP mignt be involved in an accident e.nce in about 800 shipments. Assuming the average j
numoer of 96 shtoments per year estimated for the CRBRP in Appenoix 0, an accident mignt occur ,

once in about 8 years. The frequency of an extra severe transoortation accident associated with I
the CRERP for enese same assumotions would be once in about a million years. Effectively, no
releases of radioactive material from transoortation accidents would be expectea for the lifetime |
af the plant. -

,
i

Primary reliance for safety in the transport of radioactive material is placed on the packaging*

(WASH-1238; 10 CFR Part 11). Soth the package design and the quality assurance exercised in its
manufacture use and maintenance must comply with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 7T. The !3.7 regulatory standards established by the Atomic Energy Commission, prececessor of the Nuclear
7,egulatory Commission, the Deoartment of Transoortation and the various agreement states orovide

-

4,'

a|
that packaging of radioactive materials shall prevent the loss or-dispersal of the radioactive J|

l

|

.
|

h
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TABLE 15.1.2-2

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR PRELIMINARY SAFETY EVALUATION

Event Cladding CoolantSeverity (4) Fuel Tempera ture TemperatureClassification Level Temperature (*F) (*F)

Anticipated Operational Solidus (1)*(2) II)1500Fault Incident N/A

Unlikely Minor Solidus (1),(2) Il)1600Fault Incident N/A

Extremely Major Solidus Saturation ( }
-

---* Unlikely Incident (2475) /.

7 Fault or
$ Postulated Accident

NOTES:

(1) For temperatures in excess of these values, transients shall be assessed usingimechanical
design procedures and design limits of Chapter 4.2. t

(2) fio fuel melting at existing conditions.

(3) tio sodium boiling at existing pressure.

(4) Applicable " Event Class"or " Severity Level" is based on Primary Shutdown System
|61 action . For Secondary System Shutdown see Table 4.2-35.

!:
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TABLE 15.1.2-1.

'

EVENT CLASSIFICATION AND CLADDING DAMAGE SEVERITY LIMITS

Event Classification Severity Level !

ASME Code Section !!! ROT 5tandard C-16-1 RDT Standard C-16-1
,

(Article NR-3113) ;

Normal: Normal Operation: No Damage:

Any condition of system startup. Normal operation includes No damage is defined as 1) no
design range operations not steady power operations and significant loss of effective
standoy. or shutdown other than those departures from steady fuel lifetimes 2) acconnodations
an upset, emergency, faulted or operation which are expected 'within the fuel and plant
testing cond4tions. frequently or regularly in operating margins without

the course of power operations, resufring automatic or manual
~ refueling, maintenance. or protective actions and 3) no

maneuvering of the plant. planned m1 ease of radioactivity. ,
.

Upset: Anticipated Faulted: Operational Incident:

Any abnormal incident not An off-normal condition which An operational incident is
causing a forced outage or individually may be expected defined as an occurrence which
causing a forced outage for to occur once or more during results in 1) nn reduction of
wnich the corrective action the plant Itfetise. effective fuel lifetime below
does not include any repair the desip values; 2) accomme-
of mechanical damage. dation with. at most. a reactor

trip that assures the plant
-

will be capable of returning
to operation after corrective

*

action to clear the trip cause;
and/or 3) plant radioactivity
releases that may approacn the
10CFR20 guidelines.*

Emergency: Unlikely Faulted:
, Minor Incident:,

. -
,-

-
*Infrequent incident requiring An off-normal condition which A minor incident is defined as

shutdoun for correction of individually is not expected an occurrence unich results in
the condition or repair of to occur during the plant life- 1) a general reduction in the
damage in the system. No time; however. when integrated fuel burnup capability and, at *

loss of structural integrity, over all plant components. most. a small fraction of fuel -

events in this category may be rod cladding failurest
expected to occur a nunner of 2) sufficient plant or fuel
times. rod damage that could preclude

resumetion of operation for a

considerable time and/or
3) plant radioactivity releases
that may exceed 10CFR20 guide-
lines. but does not result in
interruption or restriction of

public use of areas beyond the
exclusion bour.dary.

-

Faulted: Extremely Un11Lely Faulted: Major Incident: ;
. . 1

Postulated event and conse. An off-normal condition of A major incident is defined as '

ovences where integrity and such extremely low probe- an occurrence which results in |
opersollity may be impaired bility that no events in this 1) lubstantial fuel and/or I

to the extant that consid- category are expected to occur cladding melting or distortion
erations of pimite health during the plant lifetime. but in individual fuel rods. but
and safety are involved. wnich nevertheless represents the configuration remains

*extreme or limiting cases of coolable; 2) plant damage that
failures which are identified . may preclude resumption plant

*

as design bases. operations. but no loss of

*
safety functions necessary to
cope with the occurrence;
and/or 3) radioactivity release -
that may exceed the 10CFR20
guidelines but are well within

the 10CFR100 guidelines.

.

4

15.1-72
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n
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Figure 15.1.2-1. Stress-Ruplure of 20% Cohl-Workep,,316 Slainlem Steel . . . Irradialed; 0.2-0.9 x 1022 n/cm2 E > 0.1 MeV
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Component completicas planned for FY 1983 under contracts already placed include !
delivery of the polar and building services cranes, thermal insulation, thermal |
transient valves and the protected air cooled condenser. Also, new hardware I

contracts will be placed and additional work will be accomplished on other hardware
still in process including the steam generators, the sodium pumps, and the ex-vessel
transfer machine.

c. Base program ...................... $292,700 $292,700 $234,434

The mission of the LMFBR base program is to conduct research and development to
develop the requisite technology to the point where the private sector is able to
support construction and operation of safe, reliable liquid metal fast breeder
reactor plants for supplying electricity to the grid. This includes the conduct of
studies of the technical features and potential implementation options for a
potential future pisnt project. It is to this end that the breeder technology
and test facilities efforts discussed in the following paragraphs is directed.

1. LMFBR TECHNOLOGY

Enginee red sys tems and components . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 34,943 S 34,943 $ 30,619

The objective of the Engineered systems and components program is to advance the
state-of-knowledge in component technology to the point where the economic and
technical risks of designing and operating components in a future breeder reactor
are acceptable and can be undertaken by the private sector. The strategy is to
perform sufficient R&D to generate the technology needed to support component
design, fabrication and operation; and to verify its adequacy by testing small
models or engineering developnent units. The Agency utilizes its unique facili-
ties at ETEC for much of this testing and utilizes industrial facilities where
they exist.

To reduce the technological risks associated with components to a level acceptable
for further . private sector development, significant advances must be made in com-
ponent reliability. There are three reasons for this. First, experience with
breeder reactor powerplants in this country and abroad (Fermi, PFR, IO* nix, BN-350,
BN-600) has shown that plant component failures have been a major source of plant
unavailability. Plant operational capability was seriously affected by component
unreliability in three of these plants and even the most successful (Phenix) has
lost more than one full power year as a result cf component difficulties. The
Prototype fast reactor (PFR) continues to be hampered by steam generator leaks,
and BN-350 had a serious steam generator failure. These reliability problems are
a cause not only of major economic impact, but also of potential impact on over-
all plant safety. As indicated in the description of the Safety base program,
the first aspect of assuring plant safety is the demonstration of reactor system
reliability in preventing the occurrence of accident events which could ultimately
lead to plant safety problems (LOA-1). The component technology development
activities must support this reliability requirement.

Second, new component concepts must be developed since the requirements associ-
ated with components suitable for consideration by the private sector in plants
beyond FFTF and CRBRP are different and, in some cases, much more severe than
those for CRBRP. For example, since the primary pump , suction requirements for
future plants are much higher than for CRBRP, scale-up of the CRBRP pump con-
cept is not possible and development of a new concept such as a two stage or an
inducer pump is required. It is in these areas that the program is being focused.
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Third, the R&D conducted i s this program, especially in the areas of steam
-g generators and pumps, could be utilized by CRBRP, should major problems be

encountered during the qualification or operation of these technologically diffi-
g
N cult components. The development of this technology would permit a much mores_,

rapid recovery f rom major difficulties in CRBRP should they occur. This approach
is consistent with the development of multiple concepts for key, higher risk com-
ponents underway in the French, Japanese, Russian, and German LMFBR programs.

This element of the base program does not build large prototype components or
large plant components for a project. This is a task for the private sector
when the decision for commercialization is made. Rather, this element performs
R&D on new concepts, which will form the technology base for the ultimate privati-
zation decision. The program is carried out through generation of new concepts,
identification and resolution of critical technient problems attendant upon such
designs, computer code prediction of the performance of the designs, conduct of R&D
to verify the prediction of the behavior of the chosen material in new configura-
tions and in new environments, and testing of the integrated concepts as models or
as test units to verify successful performance prediction and problem resolution.
Efforts will be conducted in systems and components that relate to the ability of
the private sector to proceed with the next LMFBR plant.

The R&D underway to support component technology development includes flow induced
vibration analysis, flow distribution testing and analysis, mixing and stratifica-
tion testing and analysis, subcomponent development and testing, f abrication process
development, inspection development, maintenance equipment and procedure development,
etc.

The FY 1983 activities include primarily critical research and de lopment efforts
on steam generators and pumps. The planned accomplishments for P.1983 are:

Complete the fabrication of the single-wall steam generator concept model et
}

o
B&W. (This model is 2/3 the capacity of the CRBRP prototype and 1/6 the,/s
capacity of the CDS size unit.)

Continue development and fabrication of the double-wall steam generator con-o
cept model at E-NCD. (This model is 2/3 the capacity of the CRERP prototype
and 1/6 the capacity of the CDS size unit.)

Complete fabrication of the two-stage engineering development primary pumpo

sodium test uait at E-EMD.

Continue design of tha intermediate pump sodium test unit at BJ.o

Complete the inducer primary pump development at RI-ESG through sodium testingo
of a small (1/5 scale) model.

o Continue steam generator leak protection development.

o Continue limited instrumentation and control development.

o Continue limited supporting development (hydraulic, thermal, etc. ).

Fuels ........................................... $ 38,300 $ 38,300 $ 31,350

The fuels program is scoped and sized to concentrate and focus support on high '

priority CRBRP initial core requirements, and to develop advanced oxide fuel systems
having improved performance for CRBRP and future plants. All of these activities,
whether specific to a plant application or not, are necessary steps in the reduction

# of technology risks to acceptable levels for further private development.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on March 31, 1982, copies of

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL's RESPONSE TO OBJECTIONS

TO CONTENTIONS were delivered to the persons whose names

appear on the attached sheet. Those marked with an asterisk (*)

-were sent by hand; all others were sent first class mail,

postage prepaid,

'
i 11

E($kp/ R. Weiss
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CRBR SERVICE LIST

* Marshall E. Miller, Esquire
Chairman
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
4350 East West High way
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

* Mr. Gustave A. Linenberger
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
4350 East West High way
Bethesda, Maryland 20 814

* Daniel Swanson, Esquire
Stuart Treby, Esquire
Bradley W. Jones
Office of Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Maryland National Bank Building
7735 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Atomic Safety.& Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Docketing & Service Section
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
(3 copies)

R. Tenney Johnson, Esquire
Leon Silverstrom, Esquire
Warren E. Bergonolz, Jr., Esquire-
Michael D. Oldak, Esquire
L. Dow Davis, Esquire
Of fice of General Counsel
U.S. Department of Energy

~

1000 Independence Ave. , S.W.
Nashington, D.C. 20585
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George L. Edgar, Esquire*

Irvin N. Shapell, Esquire
Thomas A. Schmutz, Esquire
Gregg A. Day, Esquire
Frank K. Peterson, Esquire
Morgan, Le wis & Bockius
1800 M S treet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Cadet H. Hand, Jr.
Director
Bodega Marine Laboratory
University of California
P.O. Box 247
Bodega Bay, California 94923

Herbert S. SangeC, Jr., Esquire
Le wis E. Wallace, Esquire
James F. Burger, Esquire
W. Walker LaRoche, Esquire
Ed ward J. Vigluicci
Office of the General Counsel
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
Knoxv ille , Tennessee 37902

William B. Hubbard, Esquire
Assistant Attorney General
State of Tennessee
Office of the Attorney General
422 Supreme Court Building
Nasaville, Tennessee 37219

Lawson McGhee Public Library
500 West Church Street
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

William E. Lantrip, Esquire
City Attorney
Municipal Building
P.O. Box 1
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Oak Ridge Public Library
Civic Center
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37820

Mr. Joe H. Nalker '

401 Roane Street 1

Harriman, Tennessee 37748 |
l

Commissioner James Cotham - |
ITennessee Department of Economic

and Community Development
Andrew Jacksori Building, Suite 1007
Nashville, Tennessee 32219
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